In this study, we aim to construct a polarity dictionary specialized for the analysis of financial policies. Based on an idea that polarity words are likely located in the secondary proximity in the dependency network, we proposed an automatic dictionary construction method using secondary LINE (Large-scale Information Network Embedding) that is a network representation learning method to quantify relationship. The results suggested the possibility of constructing a dictionary using distributed representation by LINE. We also confirmed that a distributed representation with a property different from the distributed representation by the CBOW (Continuous Bag of Word) model was acquired and analyzed the differences between the distributed representation using LINE and the distributed representation using the CBOW model.
Introduction
In finance and economic field, non-structural data such as textual data have attracted attentions, and many researches recently have applied text mining to analysis of financial markets or economic phenomena. In those studies, text mining is used in order to extract from textual data the information about the market and company that do not explicitly appear in numeric data. There are several studies on network analysis of financial markets using numerical data [1] [2]. However, text data contains information that is difficult to quantify such as How to cite this paper: Ito, R., Izumi, K., Sakaji, H. and Suda, S. (2017) Lexicon Creation for Financial Sentiment Analysis Using sentiment score is one of extracted information from textual data, and it represents the polarity (positive or negative attitude) to a certain phenomenon.
There are many researches, such as Bollen and Huina [3] , which analyzed the relationship between sentiment scores and market trend.
Financial text-mining is a computerized method of automatically extracting valuable and useful information on investments from vast amounts of textual data, such as those in news articles, social networking sites (SNSs), and Tweets.
The use of an appropriate dictionary, especially a polarity dictionary containing positive and negative expressions within financial contexts, is important in this area. A polarity dictionary is a dictionary that assigns a polarity value to each word in a form that awards a plus polarity value to a word having a positive meaning and a minus polarity value to a word having a negative meaning. A polarity dictionary is usually created manually. However, no manually created polarity dictionaries include sufficient information on economic terms or net slang.
Some studies have tried to automatically create polarity dictionaries within financial contexts [4] [5] .
Sentiment analysis studies are classified into a machine learning approach including Pang et al. [6] , and a lexicon based approach including Turney [7] Kumar Ravi et al. [8] . In the machine learning approach, the relationship between features of textual data and a polarity is learned by the machine learning method. Then, the polarity of a new-coming text is estimated by applying a learned model. In the lexicon based approach, the polarity of the whole text is estimated by the difference between the appearance ratio of positive words and that of negative words.
In the lexicon base approach, a polarity dictionary that consists of pairs of polarity words and their polarity value is required. It is however difficult to decide a polarity value manually to a huge number of words. Moreover, since the polarity of a word depends on the background and context of a text, the polarity dictionary should reflect them. For example, negative words in the general polarity dictionary H4N (Harvard-IV-4 TagNeg) sometimes do not have a negative polarity in the context of a finance [9] . Thus, the sentiment analysis of financial text requires a polarity dictionary specialized for a finance domain. For these reasons, the automatic construction of a polarity dictionary is critical for the lexicon base approach.
Under such a background, some studies, such as Jegadeesh and Wu [10] , used text mining to evaluation of the effect of financial policies. Jegadeesh and Wu [10] applied LDA to the extraction of topics from the minutes of Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC), which is a committee that decides a U.S. financial policy. Next, they evaluated the sentiment of each topic using the polarity dictionary of the financial domain, Loughran and McDonald [9] . Finally, they analyzed the influence of the sentiment of each topic to macro variables or asset prices. However, the dictionary of Loughran and McDonald [9] was made based [11] analyzed the relation between a market participant's expectation formation and the sentiment of each topic obtained based on the method of Jegadeesh and Wu [10] . Although their dictionary was specializing in analysis of a financial market, it was created manually. Therefore, the polarity words in the dictionary were only a part of words that appeared in the text.
The purpose of this research is the automatic construction of the polarity dictionary that is specialized for the analysis of a financial policy. In order to express features of words quantitatively, we propose the automatic construction method of the dictionary using the network representation progressing in recent years.
Construction of Polarity Dictionary Using Network Representation Learning
In this section, we propose a method of constructing a Polarity dictionary using network representation learning. Firstly, we will describe the framework of our method and explain the details of each step of our method.
Framework of Proposed Method
Our method takes into consideration the relationship between polarity words and the other words that appear in each sentence. Figure 1 shows examples of dependency structures of a polarity word and a word that the polarity word depends on.
Note that all the polarity words "increased", "decreased", "dropped", and "surged" depend on the same word "rate" in these examples. Although "increased" and "decreased" are antonyms, but they are classified into the same category, words that are related to sizes and volumes. Thus, they may depend on common words. And their synonyms such as "dropped" and "surged" tend to In this study, we used the network representation in order to present dependency relations between words. Consider the network representation of the dependency relations in Figure 1 . On the network, the polarity words are connected to the same word "rate", and they have a relation of secondary proximity.
If the secondary proximity in a dependency network is indexed, we can define the probability of being a polarity word. Firstly, we constructed dependency networks from documents about financial policy. Secondly, we qualified each node (word) of the network using LINE (Large-scale Information Network Embedding) method considering the secondary proximity. LINE is a learning method of network representations proposed by J Tang et al. [12] . LINE improves learning accuracy of node representation more than previous methods such as Deep Walk [13] by using information of secondary proximity. Moreover, LINE can easily handle large-scale networks with millions of vertices and edges. Finally, we tried to construct a polarity dictionary using the bootstrapping method, the distributed representation calculated by LINE method, and small number of seed polarity words.
Katakura and Takahashi [14] also used distributed representations in order to construct a polarity dictionary. They used CBOW (Continuous Bag of Word) model [15] for the calculation of the distributed representations. The CBOW model uses the information about neighbors around each word to predict the current word from a window of surrounding context words. The order of context words does not influence prediction. Since the variation of neighbor words is huge, the distributed representation using CBOW tends to have broader information than that using LINE. Since LINE focuses on the dependency relations, it is expected that the distributed representation using LINE is better fitted to determination of polarity words.
Construction of Dependency Network
As the first step, we constructed a dependency network between words from the text to be analyzed. Since we try to construct a dictionary specialized for the evaluation of monetary policy, we used FOMC minutes that is the minutes of the committee to formulate the monetary policy of the United States.
Firstly, we will collect HTML files of the FOMC minutes from the website of 
Distributed Representation of Words Using LINE
Using the dependency network between words obtained in the previous section,
we calculated the distributed representation of words by LINE, a network representation learning method. There are two methods of LINE: primary LINE and secondary LINE. We used secondary LINE because we want to acquire a distributed representation considering a secondary proximity.
In the secondary LINE, if there are many nodes which are commonly adjacent between two nodes, it will learn that the two nodes have similar distributed representations. About the probability of existence of an edge from one node i v to another node, a probability function estimated from distributed representation and an observed probability function will be closer by the learning.
We introduce a vector i u of node i v and a context vector i ′ u of the node.
The probability that edge is created from one node i v to another node j v estimated from distributed representation by the following equation.
( )
The probability that an edge is linked from one node i v to another node j v that can be observed from the network G having V as a set of nodes and E as a set of edges is as follows.
N i represents a set of nodes with edges linked from node i.
Here, the learning is performed so as to minimize the weighted sum of the distances between the above two probability distributions. The objective function is expressed by the following equation. 
Acquisition of Polarity Words by Bootstrapping Method
Next, we extracted candidates of polarity words by bootstrapping method with the distributed representation of words obtained by LINE.
Firstly, we manually prepared a small size of polarity words as a seed of the bootstrapping method. The seed words were added to the polarity word candidate list C. Reliability d P is a value that indicates the word d seems to be a polarity word. The reliability of all seed polarity words is one.
Next, for each word that is not included in the polarity word candidate list, the reliability d P is calculated by an average of a product of a similarity between word d and each word c in the polarity word candidate list and the relia- 
Experiment Methods
In this section, we describe various experiment settings and evaluation methods.
Visualization of Distributed Representation
We visualized the distributed representation to examine characteristics of the distributed representation obtained by LINE. Especially, we focused on words near polarity words.
We used 190 documents of FOMC minutes published from January 1993 to November 2016 to construct dependency networks of words. The number of dimensions of distributed representation was set to 50. For the visualization of the distributed representation, we reduced the dimension using the t-SNE method [16] and visualized each word by placing it on the coordinate space.
As a comparative experiment, we also visualized distributed representation obtained by CBOW using the t-SNE method. When using the CBOW model, the number of dimensions of the distributed representation is assumed to be 50 di- 
Polarity Dictionary Construction Test
We conducted another experiment to acquire polarity words by carrying out bootstrapping method using distributed representations obtained by LINE. 
Results and Discussion
In this section, we will describe experimental results. In particular, we discuss differences between distributed representation by LINE and that by CBOW from the viewpoint of obtaining polarity words. there was no clear separation between the two parts compared to LINE. Figure 5 is an enlarged view of a part of Figure 4 . As can be seen, many polarity words existed concentratedly, including "increase", "decrease", "growth", and "expansion". This indicates the possibility of automatically acquiring polarity words by giving seed words even in case of using CBOW model.
Visualization of Distributed Representation
In LINE's case, polarity words were separated in accordingly to their part of speech. On the other hand, in CBOW's case, it was found that the polarity words tend to be distributed collectively regardless of parts of speech to some extent compared to LINE. That is because LINE uses grammatical structure in order to acquire distributed representation based on dependency relations. In contrast, CBOW uses neighborhood information between words to calculate distributed representation, and distributed representation can include semantic information. Table 1 shows 20 words with the highest reliability among the words acquired by using the bootstrapping method with the distributed representation by each model as input.
Polarity Dictionary Construction Test
In the case of using distributed representation by LINE, it can be seen that polarity words such as "decrease", "drop", "advance", "fall", and so on are acquired. In particular, words such as "climb" do not have polarity in the usual context, but in the sense that prices rise, they are popular representations in financial context. The proposed method was able to acquire such polarity words specialized in the financial domain. It however acquired some wrong words like "there" as polarity words.
Also in CBOW's case, we could acquire polarity words such as "decline", "rise", and "drop". It could also acquire specialized polarity words such as "climb" for the context of monetary policy.
We will describe the difference between LINE's case and CBOW's case. In LINE's case, semantic drifts [17] occurred at earlier step of the bootstrapping method. The semantic drift is a problem that a bootstrapping method extracts wrong instances during iterative processing. For an instance, after extracting a non-polarity word "differently", the bootstrapping method extracted another wrong word "differing". The suppression of semantic drift is one of future works.
Summary
In this study, we aim to construct a polarity dictionary specialized for the analysis of financial policies. Based on an idea that polarity words are likely located in the secondary proximity in the dependency network, we proposed an automatic dictionary construction method using secondary LINE that is a network representation learning method to quantify relationship. The results suggested the possibility of constructing a dictionary using distributed representation by LINE. We also confirmed that a distributed representation with a property different from the distributed representation by the CBOW model was acquired and analyzed the differences between the distributed representation using LINE and the distributed representation using the CBOW model.
There are some tasks to be addressed in the future, but the following four points are mainly listed as important issues.
The first point is to quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of dictionary constructed by the proposed method. In addition, it is necessary to compare the accuracy of using the CBOW model and the accuracy of using the proposed method. It is also necessary to verify the robustness of a polarity dictionary depending on kinds of seed words. The second point is the determination of sentiment in polarity dictionary. The proposed method added a new word with high reliability to the polarity word candidate list regardless of the positive/negative of the word. In order to construct a dictionary classified as positively/negative of acquired words, however, the proposed method should be extended. To do so, it is necessary to obtain a distributed representation considering synonyms and antonym relations of words. K. A. Nguyen et al. [18] considered a synonym/antonym relation in the objective function of the Skip-gram model. Also in this research, by extending LINE based on this method, it is possible to obtain distributed representations considering the synonyms and antonym relations of words, and to construct a dictionary in which the acquired polarity words are divided into positive and negative.
As the third point, when the bootstrapping method is used, it is necessary to avoid semantic drift in which words other than polarity words are acquired [17] .
Finally, we should test the effectiveness of the obtained polarity dictionary for sentiment analysis like Ito et al. [11] . We can check the accuracy of the obtained dictionary using the accuracy of sentiment analysis. Performance of sentiment analysis with the obtained dictionary is compared with that without the obtained dictionary. Furthermore, if the accuracy of sentiment analysis is improving, we will examine the relationship between sentiment scores obtained and some economic indices.
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